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Child Light

Santa Barbara, 1954

It was, of course, another life—the war just over, many of

us barely out of bassinets. The sky peeled away layer by layer,

the grey air pausing between those days and whatever was

going to come. I looked up at clouds, white as napkins, in the

high windows of the five and dime and department stores. . . .

In the back of the Pontiac, I was learning the names for

things, my father driving the wide lanes of State Street, or

along the seafront on Cabrillo Boulevard where I knew every

palm tree ascending the blue. 

I sat in the Fox Arlington theater, my eyes adjusting to the

dark, the appliqué of stars blinking in the artificial vault above,

below which I’d spend the next 10 years happily watching

WWII movies save us time and again. . . . I went to Copen-

hagen with Hans Christian Anderson, and walked underwater

with Captain Nemo, a gold light glowing from the globed eye-

like windows of his fish-shaped boat . . . I was 6 that Saturday

kids were admitted free to Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the

Sea to promote the future, and the Nautilus, our first nuclear

submarine. . . .

60 years later, I walk the same sidewalks in a future I could

never have foreseen . . . all the way back there it keeps getting

darker, except for these small whitecaps of light surfacing as I

walk by remembering what shops were originally behind

which doors . . . and sometimes on the upper reaches of State

Street, where tourists have not thronged, out of the corner of

my eye, I see, in the great glass store fronts of what once were

Lou Rose or I. Magnin, a woman with auburn hair, wearing

her one winter coat, leading a boy out of the shop—the air

clear, crisp at his cheeks, the mica in the sidewalks shining

back up to the midday sky as he raises a hand to shade his

eyes so he can get some idea of where he’s going. . . . 
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A Memory 

Lying awake, a memory comes out of the dark 

of 1951 or ’52 . . . I’m scooting out the front seat 

of a red Pontiac convertible, walking with my father 

to the tennis courts. It’s warm—August, September— 

and there’s a box where he turns a switch that ticks away 

as a starched-white light pushes back the dark . . .

these are the municipal courts, a dusty adobe red. 

I help twist the wing nuts loose on the press 

clamped to the head of his Bancroft racket, heavy, 

it seems, as a waffle iron. And I’m allowed to make 

the first turn of the key around the metal can of tennis balls, 

air escaping like a long sigh. . . . 

I sit on a bench 

behaving myself until he and his friend have finished 

their match, then run out to stand just inside the service line

as he lobs a few balls to me from the far side of the net. 

I lift my drug store racket, strung loosely with cat gut, 

and with two hands on the grip, sling-shot a ball deep 

toward the chain link fence . . . for a moment I’m happy, 

truly happy, this one time with him—and hit another one, 

high and deep into the night, and follow its arc 

as it sails off into the dark, like a falling star. . . .
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Lost Music

Contrails crisscrossing overhead,

spreading puff by fading puff 

into each instant of the past . . . 

dull notes, antiphonal clouds lined out 

against the blue, arpeggios 

down that road as far 

as we can hope to go. . . . 

The dish 

ran away with the spoon, your mother

at the kitchen table, humming 

that rhyme, that nursery tune—

fried baloney, a tin of tomato soup,

that apartment on Micheltorena 

a block from the park. You were staring 

into the purple GE plastic radio 

the size of a breadbox, its golden dial 

pulling in the themes to Gunsmoke, 

The Lone Ranger, or your father’s voice 

on KDB with a lead-in to June Christy 

and “That’s All”. . . . The world fixed 

and regular as the bells recorded 

for the Five Star Final at 5:00, 

as the dark descending the foothills 

with your bedtime, from where 

you had no idea . . . .

The great minds 

of antiquity believed in an entrance 

to the underworld past The Pillars of Hercules— 

at least, you figured, somewhere south 

of Los Angeles as you studied your Bible History

text.

Then, the next thing you knew,

your mother was gone and no way back 

to the black & white ‘50s, the orchestral 
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underscoring of those grey medieval clouds

carried along with Gregorian chants, 

incense hovering, your weedy voice then 

and forever, dissolving in the smoky 

benediction of the air. When were you 

supposed to find time to understand 

the music of the spheres? Where 

were you going to go from there?
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Flashback

October ‘62, Huntley-Brinkley

reporting the Cuban Missile Crisis— 

and they do not mention 

later in the broadcast 

that some harebrained boys 

at a boarding school in the hills 

of southern California have run 

a cable from a telephone pole 

down to a eucalyptus trunk, and 

that climbing up a ladder, anyone 

without the sense God gave him 

could grab the handle rigged to a pulley, 

and zip down the line for a reckless 

5-second ride until he had to jump 

to the dirt to avoid smacking flat 

into the tree—that, or hold on 

for all he’s worth as the pulley hit 

a knot where the cable’s tied off, 

his body swinging out parallel 

to the ground, his arms almost yanked 

from their shoulder joints before 

dropping down.

This was a few years 

after they did not report a half million 

Ukrainians exterminated by Khrushchev

for Uncle Joe, after they did mention 

Khrushchev not being allowed

into Disneyland, replaying the clip 

where he’s pounding his shoe 

on the desk in the UN. 

Kennedy showed us 

the U-2 photos of ICBMs going up 

in Cuba, and we’d seen footage of Fidel, 

crazy enough in his beard to fire them off, 

saw the Russian supply ships steaming 
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comparisons. That comfort and $2.25 will get me coffee in a
paper cup. 

And all this angst is only reasonable if the book actually
sees light; edits, comments, a contract were due last fall and
we’re into summer now, though with the drought in Califor-
nia it’s hard to tell one month from another . . . (it does no
good to think metaphorically here. . . . ) In any event, only a
bit over a year until the projected roll-out, scarcely time to
alert the press, hire parking valets and rent-a-cops for crowd
control, take out a loan to cover trays of blinis and bits of
fishy something on toast points, employ grad students to
funnel Prosecco into empty bottles of Mumms and Moet
White Star saved for the occasion. . . .

Waiting to step out to thin applause, the thin book shak-
ing in my hand, Fernando Pessoa will come to mind as I too
wish I could assume an ersatz personality, and observe
calmly, a bit bemused, from the side. . . . And I won’t be
reading my poem inspired by Pessoa’s hardheaded meta-
physics—the problems of length of course, not to mention
those agnostic sheep across the Portuguese hills.  

And then there’s the embargo against the openly narra-
tive in case some young editor’s out there who would see
me as clinging laterally to the Middle Ages, find my manu-
script anything but illuminating. I could always read every
5th sentence from a longer poem and thus place myself
firmly in the center of a discourse community disavowing
itself of the vestigial imposition of syntactical anachronism?
Think I’ll give that a miss. . . .

That leaves me with science and religion, the chaos theo-
ry of either or both to choose from. Most likely, I will fall
back on poems about stars, their promise, the distance that
has faded into . . . stars that have changed little for the short
bewildered time I have been looking up from my life at
them.
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Poem at 69

Godwits and curlews side-step 

my shadow, plovers skitter 

along the tide. I skip a stone 

across the waves for no reason 

beyond my father showing me how 

when I was 5 . . . I try to keep it 

going for whatever momentary 

and empty-headed joy 

it might bring.

That was childhood, 

lying back on a boulder, I thought

there was a chance I could sprout wings 

and sail on the salt air . . . that was

long before I saw there was no way 

to keep the clouds in place 

or shake the overcast following me 

through the streets like a lame brother 

dragging his bad foot home. . . . 

And I had no idea how happy I was 

being miserable throughout my teenage years, 

idling on a motor bike before the sea,

the scrawl of surf, the phosphorus 

rising off spindrift, off dreams, 

as uninterpretable then as now. . . .

*
Flaming through our early 30s, 

the light and air still clear

in the far republics of Fresno,

our neoclassical period was brief.

Part-time teaching, copy writing,

tending the mad on weekends— 

but there we were, lighthearted

as we’d ever be. 



I wonder now

which avenue of abstract thinking 

could have me at the Basque Hotel, 

a glass raised with Ernesto, Omar, 

Larry, or Phil, with Jon before the counter 

at Hestbeck’s or Piemonte’s ordering 

dinner franks, liver paste, or logs of salami,

driving out to Fowler, Selma, or Malaga, 

to just outside where the ash trees 

intersect the night? But guessing gets you 

nowhere, buys no drinks . . . so I put my hands 

in my pockets, empty of suppositions,

and appeal to the unappeasable stars.

Exiled to the feudal provinces 

of academia, I missed as many meetings 

of the committee on insignificance 

as I could. And as for investments, 

good Pablo reminds me that the dark

accumulates in our mouths, and

though beneath January’s stars,

my hands hold more now

than they’ve ever held, it doesn’t come

to much and will finally come to less—

each blind atom not carrying the slightest

reflection of my childhood running

before the surf, of my compañeros 

and I with clipboards, folders, forms 

in triplicate blunting the heart—

lunch bags, pull-tab beers, and cigarettes 

our brief rewards. You could, 

of course, complain—you could spit 

into that wind. But no one’s 

going to give you two bits 
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